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ABSTRACT
A near-global chart of surface elevations associated with the stationary M2 internal tide is empirically
constructed frommultimission satellite altimeter data.An advantage of a strictly empirical mapping approach
is that results are independent of assumptions about oceanwave dynamics and, in fact, can be used to test such
assumptions. A disadvantage is that present-day altimeter coverage is only marginally adequate to support
mapping such short-wavelength features. Moreover, predominantly north–south ground-track orientations
and contamination from nontidal oceanographic variability can lead to deficiencies in mapped tides. In-
dependent data fromCryosphere Satellite-2 (CryoSat-2) and other altimeters are used to test the solutions and
show positive reduction in variance except in regions of large mesoscale variability. The tidal fields are
subjected to two-dimensional wavenumber spectral analysis, which allows for the construction of an empirical
map of modal wavelengths. Mode-1 wavelengths show good agreement with theoretical wavelengths calcu-
lated from the ocean’s mean stratification, with a few localized exceptions (e.g., Tasman Sea). Mode-2 waves
are detectable in much of the ocean, with wavelengths in reasonable agreement with theoretical expectations,
but their spectral signatures grow too weak to map in some regions.
1. Introduction
Satellite altimetry has given us a unique near-global
perspective on deep-ocean internal tides. It has pin-
pointed wave-generation regions and has shown that
low-mode waves are capable of propagating thousands
of kilometers with relatively little energy loss (e.g., Ray
and Mitchum 1996; Cummins et al. 2001; Zhao et al.
2012). It has allowed testing of theoretical issues related
to dissipation mechanisms (e.g., Zhao et al. 2010), and it
has provided an invaluable dataset for testing numerical
models (Niwa and Hibiya 2001, 2004; Arbic et al. 2010;
Shriver et al. 2012).
Yet the altimetric view of internal tides is also limited
by its fundamental measurement—surface elevation
only—and by its temporal and spatial undersampling.
The altimeter measurement is nearly everywhere dom-
inated by the first baroclinic mode. While higher modes
are certainly detectable in much of the ocean, their
signals are suppressed relative to what might be mea-
sured within the water column. Similarly, an altimeter’s
temporal undersampling means that the stationary,
phase-locked waves are the easiest to extract and study,
leaving a possibly very significant nonstationary part
neglected. Finally, spatial undersampling often forces us
to study a limited one-dimensional (along track) picture.
This paper addresses one aspect of the latter problem as
we attempt to map in two dimensions the sea surface
heights (SSH) of the M2 internal tide.
The spatial undersampling problem is gradually being
alleviated by more and more satellite missions with
differing ground tracks (Zhao et al. 2011). For example,
Fig. 1 shows track coverage for a region near the
Hawaiian Ridge arising from the following missions:
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(i) TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P), Jason-1, and Jason-2; (ii) the
extended missions of T/P and Jason-1 when those
satellites were shifted into an interleaved ground
track; (iii) Geosat and Geosat Follow-On (GFO); and
(iv) ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat. For all four of these
track patterns, sufficiently long time series of altimeter
data have now been collected to allow tides to be es-
timated independently point by point at individual
locations along the tracks (at least for lunar constitu-
ents) with subcentimeter precisions. The full satellite
coverage in the lower-right panel of Fig. 1 is marginally
adequate to map the surface expression of the low-
mode internal tide.
Dushaw (2002) and Dushaw et al. (2011) have shown
that spatial undersampling can be mostly overcome by
constraining themapped elevation fields to be consistent
with the theoretical frequency–wavenumber spectrum of
freewaves in aflat-bottomoceanwith a climatological-mean
stratification. With this approach, Dushaw et al. (2011)
produced quite reasonable maps of first-mode M2 ele-
vations in the vicinity of the Hawaiian Ridge, based on
data from only the T/P and Jason-series satellite (T/P-J)
missions. Zhao et al. (2012) have also successfully
mapped internal tide elevations by exploiting the known
modal wavelengths associated with the mean stratifica-
tion. They have considerably extended a localized plane
wave fitting approach (Ray and Cartwright 2001) to
relatively high resolution based on all the satellites
shown in Fig. 1.
There are, nonetheless, grounds for investigating
how well the altimeter data alone can map these two-
dimensional SSH fields without reliance on assumptions
about modal decompositions or possible interactions
with the mean flow or even knowledge of ocean
stratification. It is always profitable to analyze data
with as few dynamical assumptions as possible, that is,
FIG. 1. Satellite ground track coverage near the Hawaiian Ridge from four altimeter missions (and their succes-
sors), overlain atop sea surface heights of the stationary M2 internal tide (in-phase part, in cm) according to the
numerical model of Zaron and Egbert (2006). The tidal SSH of the model compares reasonably well with altimetry,
particularly near the generation sites (Zaron and Egbert 2014). The track coverage from the combined missions
(lower right panel) is marginally adequate to map the short scales of the SSH field. Ray and Cartwright (2001) had
previously attempted to map energy fluxes using only T/P data (upper-left panel)—a somewhat quixotic endeavor,
although at that time there were expectations of long-crested plane waves emanating from the ridge, which would
have been more easily sampled along sparse tracks.
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to analyze data in what Dushaw et al. (2011) called
‘‘discovery mode.’’ In the end, the data may be too
limited to avoid invoking dynamical assumptions and
indeed in the analysis to follow we find certain de-
ficiencies. Some of these may well be ameliorated in
the future as more and more altimeter data are col-
lected, especially after planned missions with wide-
swath altimetry are realized (e.g., Durand et al. 2010;
Fu and Ubelmann 2014).
2. Tidal analysis of along-track altimetry
Along-track tidal analysis of altimeter data is by now a
well-studied technique, and its strengths andweaknesses
are understood (e.g., Carrère et al. 2004). This section
addresses certain aspects warranting special attention
for the problem of mapping internal tides.
The satellite altimeter data used in this analysis are
summarized in Table 1. For the most part, standard al-
timeter corrections and adjustments were applied to these
data. A prior model of the barotropic ocean tide and
its associated crustal deformation [Goddard/Grenoble
Ocean Tide, version 4.8 (GOT4.8); see the appendix of
Ray (2013)] was used as well as an elastic model of the
solid body tide. Any residual tidal signal is then pre-
sumably either the baroclinic tide or barotropic model
error.
a. Correction for nontidal variance
Among the weaknesses of along-track analyses of al-
timetry are problems associated with the temporal ali-
asing of tidal signals into long periods. Real ocean
variability at those alias periods can leak into the alti-
metric tidal estimates, leading to a challenging problem
of disentangling tidal from nontidal signals. A longer
time series of altimetry does slowly reduce the problem
somewhat (see below), at least to the extent the tidal
signal is a line spectrum. But in regions of intense me-
soscale variability the leakage of nontidal variability can
overwhelm tiny signals associated with internal tides. In
addition, it is conceivable—indeed it is likely—that in-
tense mesoscale variability weakens any phase-locked
nature of internal tides, at least relative to that observed
in quieter regions, thus further hampering extraction of
useful signal.
This section follows up on a suggestion (Ray and
Byrne 2010) for reducing leakage of nontidal energy into
altimetric tidal solutions by using a model of oceanic
SSH anomalies as a prior correction. It is unlikely that
any such model can be sufficiently accurate for this task
unless it itself is based on altimetry. We use the multi-
mission 1/48 global SSH fields created by the Archiving,
Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceano-
graphic Data (AVISO) center, specifically their Data
Unification andAltimeter Combination System (DUACS)
version DT-2010 (AVISO 2014). These SSH data were
produced weekly by objective mapping of multimission
altimeter data (Dibarboure et al. 2011). Occasionally as
many as four contemporaneousmissions were available for
these fields, although years 1992–2000 relied on only two
missions.
It is worth addressing this proposed ‘‘mesoscale cor-
rection’’ in some detail in both space and wavenumber
domains. Figure 2 shows the effect of applying the
nontidal AVISO correction to observed SSH wave-
number spectra for four T/P-J tracks in the South Pacific.
In this figure the black curves are spectra computed by
standard methods (e.g., Stammer 1997), averaging in-
dividual spectra from over several hundred repeat
passes of the altimeter. All standard corrections, in-
cluding for the barotropic tide, have been applied. The
red curves show the spectra after the AVISO correction.
All four of the tracks show evidence of semidiurnal in-
ternal tides since they display a peak, or at least a
shoulder, in the 120–160-km wave band, similar to in-
ternal tide signatures that have been previously pub-
lished (Ray and Zaron 2011). The AVISO correction
reduces much of the variance in wavenumbers below
and slightly into the internal tide band, and the resulting
spectra more clearly delineate the tidal peaks. Note too
that a simple high-pass wavenumber filter would not be
so effective, since there is spectral overlap between the
eddy field and the tidal band.
Effects in the space domain are shown inFig. 3 for three
different tracks specially selected because they cross a
region of both strong internal tides, generated either near
the Madagascar Plateau or the Southern Mascarene Pla-
teau, as well as high mesoscale variability from the Ant-
arctic Circumpolar Current (ACC); for each track the
internal tide dominates in the north, the ACC dominates
TABLE 1. Satellite altimeter data used.
Satellites Timespan No. repeat cycles Repeat period (d) No. orbits per repeat Inclination (8) M2 Alias (d)
T/P-J 1992–2009 623 9.9156 127 66.04 62.1
T/P-J interlaced 2001–12 223 9.9156 127 66.04 62.1
GFO 2000–07 187 17.0505 244 108.06 317.1
ERS–Envisat 1995–2010 162 35.0000 501 98.40 94.5
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in the south. The northernmost internal tide signals are
little affected by the mesoscale correction, although a
couple of anomalies are slightly reduced in amplitude,
whereas the obvious ACC variability in the south is
suppressed but not completely eliminated. The mid-
sections, especially on the GFO track, may be displaying
better delineation of the tidal signals, but it is difficult to
be certain; some anomalies appear reduced in amplitude.
FIG. 2. Sea surface height wavenumber spectra for four T/P-J tracks crossing the South Pacific. (top) Track lo-
cations with estimated tidal amplitudes (relative scale) after high-pass along-track filtering. (bottom four) The
wavenumber spectra of SSH after removal of barotropic tide (black) and after further removal of AVISO-based
nontidal SSH signals (red). This mesoscale correction allows better delineation of the internal tide peaks in the 120–
160-km wave band.
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In fact, and as noted previously (Ray andByrne 2010),
it is possible for the mesoscale correction technique to
degrade tidal estimates. If tide modeling errors, or in-
ternal tide signals, have leaked into the AVISO gridded
SSH data, then the correction would remove our signal.
Several features of theAVISO gridding algorithms (e.g.,
Le Traon et al. 2003; Pascual et al. 2006; Chelton et al.
2011) act to diminish such leakage; for example, the use
of as many as four different altimeters with different
tidal alias periods, the relatively long (compared with
tides) time correlation periods in their objective analy-
sis, and the use of spatial covariance functions with built-
in propagation speeds comparable to theoretical values
for long baroclinic Rossby waves, all act to mitigate tidal
leakage. Nevertheless, there is evidence for a small
amount of tide error leakage into the AVISO data (see
the appendix). The leakage is somewhat worse in the
2014 DUACS product, as opposed to the 2010 product,
which is why we here use the latter (which covers the
time period 1992–2013). Leaked internal tide signals in
AVISO data are unlikely to affect any nontidal altime-
ter applications because the signal is so small and lo-
calized to a relatively small frequency–wavenumber
band.
Perhaps the best test of whether this mesoscale cor-
rection in its present form is advantageous or not is to
examine the consistency of tidal estimates at intersect-
ing tracks. This is done in Table 2 where the discrep-
ancies of estimated tides at cross-over locations are
summarized for two ocean regions surrounding the
Hawaiian Ridge and the Agulhas retroflection south of
Africa. The first region is one of relatively strong in-
ternal tide signals and fairly low nontidal noise; the
second is the opposite: weak tides and very high meso-
scale variability. The mean along-track tidal estimation
error hsi in the table reflects both the number of data
entering into each estimation (maximum is given by the
number of repeat cycles listed in Table 1), which favors
the T/P-J data, and also the background noise, which is
much inflated in the Agulhas region. The background
FIG. 3. Quadrature component (cm) of the M2 tide independently estimated point-by-point
along satellite tracks. Black lines are before and red lines are after correcting the altimeter data
for nontidal variability, based on using two-dimensional mapped SSH data from AVISO as
a prior correction. Three examples are from three different satellite missions with different
tidal alias periods. For each track the signals in the north are predominantly from internal tides;
the signals in the south are predominantly from mesoscale variability of the ACC.
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noise is naturally reduced after application of the
AVISO correction, with hsi often reduced by half or
more. The cross-over differences show a similar pattern,
with RMS differences clearly benefiting from the
AVISO correction. The ERS–Envisat cross-over dif-
ferences in the Agulhas region, however, remain ab-
normally high even after this correction. The estimates
evidently contain significant long-wavelength errors
(next section).
b. High-pass filtering
Even a cursory examination of the mesoscale-
corrected along-track tidal estimates reveals cases of
small biases or long-wavelength (.500km) offsets,
leading to inconsistencies among neighboring tracks and
to cross-over discrepancies. Figure 4 (left panel) shows
examples from analysis of T/P-J data over the central
North Pacific. The offsets are very small—well less than
1 cm in this figure—but large enough to spoil attempts to
map the small internal tide. Tidal estimates from ERS–
Envisat andGFO are generally worse in this regard (also
reflected in Table 2, column 6, by the high cross-over
RMS values). Such inconsistencies at cross overs have
been emphasized by Dushaw (2002), leading him to
adopt the frequency–wavenumber filtering andmapping
approach that relies on knowledge of ocean stratifica-
tion, but our goal here is to avoid that, for better
or worse.
The long-wavelength errors shown in Fig. 4 are not
related to errors in the barotropic tidal model or to
tidally coherent errors in the satellite ephemerides be-
cause such errors would be similar among neighboring
passes. Rather they must be caused by other small er-
rors; there are any number of candidates: errors in the
atmospheric loading adjustments, small random errors
in satellite ephemerides, errors in range delay correc-
tions, and so on, all of which are broadband but
potentially nonzero at the aliased tidal frequencies.
Improvements incorporated into altimeter data re-
processing projects do address all these errors, but
the errors here are so small that they will be difficult
to eliminate completely.
We have experimented with a polynomial cross-over
adjustment method, much like schemes used in early
days of satellite altimetry to correct for orbit error (e.g.,
Rapp 1983; Le Traon et al. 1991), but the results were
deemed unsatisfactory, still leaving too many small
offsets between tracks. We have therefore applied an
along-track high-pass filter to the along-track tidal esti-
mates, similar to that used originally to separate the
barotropic and baroclinic tides (Ray and Mitchum
1996). The adopted filter’s wavenumber response is
shown in Fig. 5. The resulting consistency among
neighboring tracks is much improved—see Fig. 4 (right
panel) and also Table 2 (final column).
There are, however, serious drawbacks to along-track
filtering that are obvious if one considers a track running
parallel to the long crest or trough of a plane wave,
where the internal tide would appear long wavelength
and thus removed by the filter. Figure 6 shows an ex-
ample for a simple plane wave, of wavelength 140km
(typical of mode-1 M2 waves), which is sampled with
the real altimeter track pattern obtained from our
four missions and then gridded using the algorithm de-
scribed below in section 3. For northward- or southward-
propagating plane waves, the high-pass filter causes little
degradation of the signal; for eastward- or westward-
propagating waves, the degradation is serious.
Using the same altimeter track pattern as in Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 shows the complete filter response as a function
of wave direction for three different filter cutoffs and
for the same 140-km plane wave used above. For plane
waves propagating within 6408–508 of north–south,
there is little signal degradation. However, for certain
directions near east–west, the signal variance can be re-
duced by 50%–80%, depending on the cutoff wavelength.
TABLE 2. RMS differences (cm) of M2 tidal estimates at track cross overs. RMS differences computed from in-phase and quadrature
tidal components. Before/after refers to before/after correction for mesoscale variability. The hsi is the tidal estimation standard error
(cm) for the full tidal signal—barotropic plus baroclinic—averaged over all cross overs. TheHawaii region covers 158–358N, 1808E–1508W;
the Agulhas region covers 458–358S, 108–458E.
Satellite mission Number of x overs hsi before hsi after RMS before RMS after RMS after 1 filter
Hawaiian Ridge region
T/P-J 73 0.50 0.24 0.56 0.40 0.38
T/P-J interlaced 74 0.80 0.40 0.86 0.59 0.51
GFO 260 1.13 0.59 2.14 0.89 0.59
ERS-Envisat 585 1.66 0.95 1.30 0.98 0.60
Agulhas region
T/P-J 60 1.19 0.41 2.70 0.55 0.36
T/P-J interlaced 60 1.87 0.68 4.21 0.83 0.64
GFO 213 2.67 1.01 6.57 2.19 0.94
ERS–Envisat 432 3.66 1.30 6.11 5.39 0.83
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Not surprisingly, the shortest cutoff is the worst in terms
of removing real signal.
As we have become more familiar with the SSH sig-
natures of internal tides in the real global ocean (e.g.,
Rainville et al. 2010; Dushaw et al. 2011; Zhao et al.
2012) or in numerical models of the ocean (e.g., Shriver
et al. 2012), it must be acknowledged there are few cases
of long-crested plane waves of the sort depicted in Fig. 6.
Complex interference patterns from multitudes of gen-
eration sites in the real ocean tend to break apart such
long-crested patterns (e.g., Rainville et al. 2010). For our
purposes this is fortunate. Nonetheless, even short-
crested east–west waves may possibly be degraded by
the along-track filtering.
Note that Zhao et al. (2012) also employ along-track
filtering, so similar degradation must result in their
along-track estimates. However, it is possible that their
subsequent plane wave fitting to the filtered along-track
data can recover some of the lost signal.
Aside from these difficulties the along-track filtering
appears more beneficial than harmful. In particular,
Table 2 shows that without filtering some of the altim-
eter data would have errors that totally overwhelm the
small signals of internal tides. Table 2 also emphasizes
the disadvantages of GFO and ERS–Envisat data for
along-track tidal analyses; both are evidently handi-
capped by the fewer number of repeat-cycle observa-
tions in an analysis and the longer M2 tidal alias periods
(especially GFO, whose 317-day alias is uncomfortably
close to the annual cycle). The different statistics for
T/P-J and its interleaved extended mission(s) give an
indication of the dependence on the number of obser-
vations, since those alias periods are identical; almost
3 times more data yield a roughly 40% reduction in
RMS cross-over differences.
The increased noise levels in GFO, in part from the
nearness of the M2 alias to the annual cycle, was noted
by Zhao et al. (2011), who reported that GFO ampli-
tudes were systematically larger than T/P amplitudes.
Our estimates are consistent with that; see Fig. 8, where
initial GFO amplitudes are biased high by almost 40%.
However, after themesoscale correction and the high-pass
FIG. 4. Color-coded along-track tidal estimates (in-phase component, cm) for T/P-J tracks in the North Pacific
(left) before and (right) after application of the along-track high-pass filter. Barotropic tide has been removed via
a model. The left panel displays several tracks (e.g., those highlighted by red ellipses) seen to be biased positive or
negative, leading to discrepancies with intersecting tracks. Tracks in the right panel, after filtering, are more con-
sistent. Table 2 indicates that along-track filtering is more critical forGFO andERS–Envisat data, although evenT/P-
J data benefit, as shown here.
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filter, this is reduced to 13%. The correlations also are
considerably improved, from 0.26 to 0.73.
3. Empirical map of M2
The altimetric tide estimates described above may be
mapped to a regular two-dimensional grid by any
number of methods, including optimal methods based
on various statistical assumptions. In the initial exercises
reported here, we have employed a simple and fast
weighted-averaging method, the weighting based on the
along-track tidal standard errors (thus generally favor-
ing T/P-J data), with e-folding scales of approximately
4 km in latitude and 6km in longitude at the equator but
reducing with latitude to reflect convergence of satellite
ground tracks in higher latitudes. The grid interval used
is 0.058. Ocean regions shallower than 100m, as well as
most inland andmarginal seas, have been removed from
the analysis, since the focus here is open-ocean internal
tides.
The performance of the gridding algorithm can be
partly assessed in the ‘‘zoom view’’ of Fig. 9, a small
oceanic region in the tropical North Atlantic just south
of Cape Verde, which is a strong generation site for the
waves. The gridded result is seen to capture fairly well
the along-track anomalies. Some instances of small
discrepancies at track intersections are seen to be han-
dled as well as can be expected. For example, a strong
positive anomaly at 108N, 258W is seen to be reduced to
be more consistent with the higher-weighted T/P
anomaly along an intersecting track (the T/P tracks are
recognizable as those with lower inclination). The large
diamond-shaped gap at 108N, 27.58W is interpolated
across smoothly in a fashion consistent with the avail-
able neighboring data. One fault might be that the peak
of strong, sharp positive anomaly at 12.58N, 27.58W has
been slightly reduced. The positive anomaly at 9.28N,
28.58W at first glance looks also reduced, but in fact it
matches the lower amplitude seen on the one inter-
secting T/P track in that cluster of tracks.
Figure 10 presents a low-resolution view of the global
M2 amplitudes. Higher-resolution maps of the in-phase
components, which more clearly delineate wave struc-
tures and local wavelengths, are available in Fig. S1. The
high-resolution map shows the near-ubiquity of the
stationary internal tide throughout the globe, in many
places with amplitudes below 5mm. Both maps mark
out regions of intense generation and show long-range
propagation, often confined to narrow channels (cf.
Arbic et al. 2010; Rainville et al. 2010; Dushaw et al.
2011; Zhao et al. 2012).
Note that some of the high-amplitude regions near the
coastlines that are apparent in Fig. 10 likely stem from
errors in the barotropic model (Stammer et al. 2014);
examples include the Florida Strait, the southern tip of
Korea, offshoreGuinea, and parts of theAleutian chain,
although several points along the Aleutians are also
known to be strong generation sites (Cummins et al.
2001). One might expect that the high amplitudes within
the Indonesian seas are also some combination of baro-
tropic model errors and real baroclinic tides, but ex-
amination of Fig. S1 suggests they are mostly baroclinic,
with wave patterns characteristic of the open-ocean
internal tides.
Manifestly not characteristic of open-ocean internal
tide patterns are our solutions in the vicinity of strong
boundary currents, where the dominant pattern is
noiselike; see especially Fig. S1 in the vicinity of the
Agulhas retroflection. Parts of the Gulf Stream exten-
sion also likely represent mesoscale contamination, al-
though there is also real signal there, reflecting
generation near Georges Bank and the coastline of
Nova Scotia. Amplitudes are very weak in the western
North Atlantic above about 458N, throughout the
southern Indian below 408S, and in the western South
Atlantic below 408S; in these regions the stationary part
ofM2 appears to be below the current limits of altimetry.
Before further discussion and analysis of these em-
pirical maps, it is worthwhile addressing in more detail
their validity.
4. Tests against independent altimeter data
As a further assessment of the empirical mapping
results, we used them to compute new internal tide
FIG. 5. Frequency response of along-track filter used to suppress
small long-wavelength altimetric errors and biases as seen in Fig. 4.
The filter is a finite impulse response convolution filter with nom-
inal wavelength cutoff at 600 km. At high wavenumbers a 5-point
Savitzky–Golay filter is used to suppress noise.
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‘‘corrections’’ for independent satellite altimeter data,
the goal being to assess whether such corrections have a
positive impact on residual SSH variance. In fact, future
wide-swath altimeter missions, devoted to mapping the
oceanic submesoscale (Fu and Ferrari 2008), will require
such corrections for internal tides. Moreover, the ap-
pendix suggests that present-day altimetry may even
benefit.
For these tests we used independent altimeter data
from the Cryosphere Satellite-2 (CryoSat-2) and the
Satellite with Argos and Altika (SARAL) Ka-Band Al-
timeter Radiometer (AltiKa) missions, as well as the
extended Jason-1 mission after the satellite was placed
into a geodetic, nonrepeating orbit. The SARAL data do
not present a particularly demanding test since that
satellite flies along the same ground track as Envisat
(although at a different local time). The SARAL data,
nonetheless, are still independent, since they were not
used in the tidal solutions. Similarly, for the Jason-1
satellite the new tidal alias periods after the orbit shift
(disregarding the lack of exact repeat) are nearly iden-
tical to those before the shift, since the Jason-1 orbit
plane precession rate was not affected, but the new data
allow testing of predictions at new locations between the
older tracks, which is extremely useful. Cryosat-2 data
represent perhaps the most challenging test, since it
follows new ground tracks with unique tidal aliasing.
The Cryosat-2, SARAL, and Jason-1 geodetic data
cover the periods 2010–14, 2013/14, and 2012/13, re-
spectively. Owing to their (essentially) nonrepeating
orbits, the Cryosat and Jason missions rely critically on
sufficiently accurate prior knowledge of the mean sea
surface; for this application we used the DTU10 mean
sea surface, an update to work described by Andersen
andKnudsen (2009). Cryosat is also hampered by lack of
onboard instruments for supplying ionospheric and wet
tropospheric corrections, thus requiring model-based
corrections be used instead. Dibarboure et al. (2012)
FIG. 6. Effect of along-track filtering on simulated plane waves. (a),(d) ‘‘True’’ wave signals,
which are (g) sampled along a real pattern of satellite tracks, a 108 3 108 region with lower
boundary at the equator. (b),(e) After gridding sampled data but without prior filtering. (c),
(f) After gridding sampled data, with prior application of along-track high-pass filter. Waves
propagating north–south are properly recovered; waves propagating east–west are degraded
and distorted, especially after filtering.
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review the advantages and disadvantages of using Cry-
osat-2 in oceanographic applications. To suppress
nontidal variability, we employed (as above) the
AVISO gridded SSH fields as a prior correction.
Figure 11 shows the residual SSH variances after
applying this new internal tide correction. Residuals
in all panels were averaged into 18 bins before plot-
ting. For the most part the figure shows good re-
duction in variance, with open-ocean sites of internal
tide generation displaying the largest reductions.
Throughout the remainder of the oceans the re-
ductions are small but usually positive. The notable
exceptions are regions of high mesoscale variability,
which confirms that the internal tide solutions have
been corrupted by that variability, notwithstanding
the use of the AVISO data as a prior correction.
(Without such correction, the blue regions of Fig. 11
would be far more extensive.)
In terms of reduction of variance, the correction
appears most useful for Cryosat, which is surprising in
light of its differing alias periods, its (essentially)
nonrepeating ground tracks, and the overall challenges
of using those data for oceanographic applications
(Dibarboure et al. 2012).
These results with independent data, and especially
the results for Cryosat, confirm the overall validity of the
internal tide solutions and suggest that new internal tide
corrections are indeed feasible, at least for this station-
ary M2 component and away from boundary current
regions.
5. Two-dimensional wavenumber analysis of
internal tide
One of the advantages of using an empirical meth-
odology independent of theoretical properties of wave
dynamics—independent even of knowledge of the mean
ocean stratification—is that the results may legitimately
be used to test such properties. In this section our
mapped internal tide fields are subjected to two-
dimensional spectral analysis with several goals in
mind: to learn about the global wavenumber properties
of the M2 tide; to compare at regional resolution these
properties with simple theoretical predictions for mode-
1 waves; and to determine what ocean regions have
detectable coherent mode-2 waves.
We treat the tidal elevation fields as complex numbers
with components in phase and in quadrature with the
astronomical potential at Greenwich. A two-dimensional
wavenumber spectrum was successively applied to
small ocean subareas spanning 208 in latitude and 208 3
secu in longitude, where u is latitude, thus yielding
local Cartesian coordinates approximately the same
size in each direction. This procedure yields a spectral
density Shh(kx, ky), a function of wavenumbers kx, ky
that are both positive and negative. A Hamming win-
dow in each direction was used to reduce spectral leakage,
which necessarily upweights information in the center of
the region.
A selection of these two-dimensional spectra is
shown in Figs. 12–15, which illustrate several note-
worthy features. Figure 12, covering a region north of
the Hawaiian Ridge, shows a clear circular pattern of
radius
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(k2x1 k
2
y)
q
approximately 0.006 cycles per ki-
lometer (cpk), or 160-km wavelength, with energy
propagating primarily to the north (and also north-
east) and somewhat less so toward the south. This
is consistent with waves propagating into this re-
gion from two known major generation sites at the
Hawaiian Ridge and Aleutian Arc (e.g., Ray and
Cartwright 2001; Zhao et al. 2011). Also apparent in
the figure is a subtle secondary semicircle, mostly on
the side with positive ky, evidently representing the sec-
ond baroclinic mode. Its appearance is clearer in the
azimuthal integral of the 2D spectrum (inset diagram)
FIG. 7. Recovered variance of the plane wave of Fig. 6 after
application of an along-track high-pass filter, as a function of wave
direction and filter cutoff wavelength lc. As in Fig. 6, waves
propagating in the east–west direction are poorly recovered after
along-track filtering. The bottom panel is a histogram of the track
orientations shown in Fig. 6g; these directions align with the re-
duction in variance of the top panel. Whether the variance at 908 is
a local minimum or maximum seems to depend on subtle tradeoffs
among the cutoff wavelength, the average track separations, and
details of the gridding algorithm.
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with a peak wavelength of approximately 80 km or half
the first mode.
Figure 13, from the South Pacific northeast of New
Zealand, delineates a spectral pattern even more fully
circular, thus indicating wave propagation in nearly all
directions. If track orientation and along-track filtering
is removing east–west waves, as Figs. 6–7 suggested
could happen, Fig. 13 shows that east–west energy is still
significant in the mapped tide. In the 2D spectrum, a
second mode is again evident, mostly with negative ky.
Both modes display well-defined peaks in the azimuthal
integral.
Figure 14, from the equatorial eastern Pacific where
the internal tidal signals are much weaker, again
shows a well-defined first mode, with propagation most
strongly due north and more weakly toward the west,
with almost nothing toward the east and southeast.
There is hardly any suggestion in this spectrum for
higher modes.
In contrast, Fig. 15, from the western Pacific, shows
the strongest propagation toward the west and weakest
to the north. Some of the eastward energymay be arising
from Luzon Strait, a known generation region for in-
tense waves (Alford et al. 2011; Zhao 2014), although
FIG. 9. A detailed view of a small area of the North Atlantic south of Cape Verde showing how the adopted gridding
algorithm has turned the (left) along-track M2 in-phase tide estimates into (right) map form. Units are cm.
FIG. 8. Cross-over comparisons of estimated M2 amplitudes from GFO vs T/P-J for a region of the North Pacific Ocean (cf. Fig. 5i of
Zhao et al. 2011). Panels are (a) standard tidal estimates after removal of barotropic model, (b) after additional prior correction for
nontidal variability based on gridded AVISO data, and (c) after additional along-track high-pass filtering. Parameter b is slope, de-
termined by ordinary least squares, of a straight-line fit with zero intercept, thus describing the amount by which GFO amplitudes are
biased high. The variable r is Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
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the spectrum’s Hamming window necessarily down-
weights signals near the edges of the analysis domain,
which would include the strongest eastward energy near
the western boundary of the domain. Like Fig. 14 any
higher modes are not easily identified above the back-
ground noise level, but relative to our other cases there
is more diffuse energy—or possibly more enhanced
noise—throughout the whole wavenumber band.
FIG. 11. Variance reduction (cm2) when applying our empirical internal tide correction to in-
dependent altimeter measurements from (top) Cryosat-2, (middle) Jason-1 geodetic mission, and
(bottom) SARALAltiKa. Variances are reduced in all regions of strong internal tide generation and
are slightly reduced or unaffected in most other regions. Important exceptions are the blue regions
where high mesoscale variability has evidently corrupted the empirical internal tide solutions.
FIG. 10. Amplitudes (cm) of surface displacement of the stationaryM2 internal tide. In some places the color scale
of 2 cm is exceeded. Some anomalies located along coastlines are actually unrelated to internal tides and are caused
by errors in the barotropic tide model used to process the altimetry. A higher-resolution figure of the in-phase
component, which is more useful for delineating waves and local wavelengths, is available as Fig. S1.
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In fact, the possibility that some of the ‘‘background’’
variance in Figs. 12–15, including that lying between the
mode-1 and mode-2 wavenumber rings, might be a real
signal and not simply estimation or mapping noise
should not be casually dismissed. For example, it is
conceivable that some variance could be associated with
topographic scattering of evanescent waves whose
wavenumbers are set directly by the topographic forcing
rather than the dispersion relation. Identification of
possible real signals that lie off the dispersion relation
FIG. 12. Internal tide wavenumber spectrum showing strong,
nearly circular pattern of energy corresponding to a wavenumber
magnitude
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(k2x1 k
2
y)
q
for a first baroclinic mode for the region
258–458N, 1758–1558W, north of the Hawaiian Ridge (inset map,
top right). The azimuthal integral of the two-dimensional spectrum
(inset, bottom right) shows the pronounced peak from this mode at
wavelength approximately 160 km, as well as a secondary peak of
a second mode at approximately 80 km.
FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for the region 358–158S, 1808–1608W,
northeast of New Zealand. First mode displays propagation in all
directions; second mode is also evident, primarily toward the south.
FIG. 14. As in Fig. 12, but for the region 108S–108N, 1108–908W, in
the eastern Pacific.
FIG. 15. As in Fig. 12, but for the region 108–308N, 1258–1458E, in
the western Pacific. This region is affected by waves from a large
number of known generation sites, and the spectrum thus reflects
wave propagation in most directions, although somewhat weaker
toward the north and northeast. Waves from Luzon Strait may be
partially concealed by the cosine windowing used for spectral
analysis.
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could yield new insights into the tidal dynamics. The
matter warrants further investigation.
Returning to the dominant spectral energy evident in
the figures, we find the first modal peak in the azimuthal
spectra is nearly always identifiable. Thus, the loca-
tions of those peaks may be used to map globally the
first-mode wavelength, at least at the regional resolution
corresponding to our 2D spectra. The result is Fig. 16a.
The mapped wavelengths appear quite reasonable,
ranging from 100km in the western equatorial Pacific
and Atlantic to somewhat more than 170km. The lon-
gest wavelengths, however, tend to coincide with regions
where the underlying empirical tide estimates are less
reliable (and indeed in regions where the variance tests
of Fig. 11 suggest little predictive skill), so those areas
must be accepted with some caution.
Nonetheless, we find the agreement with theoretically
predicted wavelengths remarkably good. For such com-
parison, the wavelengths of the mode-1 M2 internal tide
have been computed from vertical profiles of buoyancy
frequency that are based on the annual average ocean
temperature and salinity profiles in the World Ocean
Atlas (WOA; Locarnini et al. 2010; Antonov et al. 2010).
The mode-1 wavelengths were computed by solving the
locally defined Sturm–Liouville problem for the vertical
modes, assuming flat-bottom topography and neglecting
advection and shear of the background flow (Gill 1982).
Figure 16b illustrates the result of this calculation. As in
Fig. 16a the main features evident are the contrast be-
tween the shorter wavelengths in the equatorial zones
and the longerwavelengths inmidlatitudes. The influence
of bottom depth is also apparent at the mid-Atlantic
Ridge, the Mariana Plate, and elsewhere.
Because the altimeter-determined wavelengths were
identified from the wavenumber spectra, their values are
representative of the average wavelength over the win-
dows used to compute the spectra, which is about
1000km. Thus, for better comparison between the em-
pirical and theoretical mode-1 wavelengths, Fig. 16c
shows the same field as Fig. 16b except smoothed over a
FIG. 16. Wavelengths (km) of the M2 first baroclinic mode. (top) As deduced from two-
dimensional spectra of the empirical M2 global chart derived from satellite altimetry. (middle)
As calculated by solving the Sturm–Liouville eigenvalue problem for the vertical structure
function, with themean annual ocean stratification defined by theWorldOceanAtlas. (bottom)
As in the middle, but after smoothing with a 1000-km window. The effective resolution of the
top panel is also roughly 1000 km, since it is based on spectral estimates from;208 3 208 ocean
regions (cf. Fig. 12).
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1000-km window. The features, which are now some-
what blurred, may be compared with the empirically
estimated wavelengths in Fig. 16a. The two fields, the
global average values of which agree to within 0.2%,
show many of the same features, including the main
latitudinal variations and differences between the At-
lantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. Even the relatively
small-scale features related to topography are present,
albeit somewhat attenuated, in the empirical map. A
couple of noteworthy differences between Figs. 16a and
16c include the Tasman Sea (northwest of NewZealand)
and the South Pacific extending westward from Chile.
Figure 17 displays the ratio of the zonal average
empirical-to-theoretical mode-1 wavelengths. Systematic
differences between the fields do exist—for example, the
almost 3% discrepancy near 108N—but these may be an
artifact of the spatial averaging. It is apparent that the
differences between the theoretical and observed wave
properties are far smaller than what was found in the study
of baroclinic Rossby waves from altimetry (e.g., Tailleux
andMcWilliams 2001). Determining the significance of the
present differences would require higher spatial resolution
mapping of themode-1 wavelength, but there is a trade-off
between resolution and accuracy since the wavelength is
estimated from the power spectrum. Overall, it appears
that the deviation between the empirical and theoretical
wavelengths is smaller than would be expected from a
previous estimate of Doppler effects and sheared back-
ground flow (Zaron and Egbert 2014).
Li et al. (2015) have recently performed a similar ex-
ercise, comparing theoretical mode-1 wavelengths with
those computed from a tidal analysis of the STORM-
TIDE simulation, which is a global 0.18 general circula-
tion model forced by both momentum and buoyancy
fluxes and the astronomical tidal potential (Müller et al.
2012). They also investigate in some detail the interplay
between variations in the Coriolis parameter and varia-
tions in the mean buoyancy frequency for determining
the spatial patterns evident in Fig. 16. Their simulated
wavelengths are overall in good agreement with ours,
FIG. 17. Median (heavy line) of the ratio of observed vs theo-
retical mode-1 wavelengths, according to Figs. 16a and 16c, as
function of latitude. Upper and lower quartiles are indicated
in gray.
FIG. 18. Wavelength (km) of the M2 second baroclinic mode. (top) Empirical estimates from
altimetry, deduced from the two-dimensional spectra. Gray shading indicates signal-to-noise of
mode-2 spectral amplitude less than 1.5. (bottom) Theoretical estimates based on stratification
from theWorld Ocean Atlas (smoothed as in Fig. 16c).
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although there are differences in details, as must be
expected.
Finally, as is evident in several of the 2D spectra, the
mode-2 wave is detectable in many places. Figure 18
compares the mode-2 wavelength inferred from altime-
try with the same quantity calculated from WOA stratifi-
cation. Throughout much of the Pacific and eastern
Atlantic the signal is fairly robust and in very good
agreement with theoretical expectations. Signal-to-noise is
considerably lower for mode 2 than for mode 1, and short
mode-2 wavelength estimates are associated in some pla-
ces with very weak signals. An example is the central
Indian Ocean, where there are evident differences be-
tween the two maps. It is likely that at these very short
(,60km) wavelengths our adopted mesoscale correc-
tion is of little benefit (cf. Fig. A3). More importantly,
however, the relatively sparse tracks of the current al-
timeter constellation limits satisfactory empirical map-
ping at such short scales.
6. Summary
This work represents an attempt to map the near-
global M2 internal tide field using a strictly empirical
analysis of satellite altimeter data with no reliance on
knowledge of wave dynamics or ocean stratification.
There are advantages and disadvantages to such an
approach. One advantage is that the results are in-
dependent of dynamical assumptions and indeed can
be used to test such assumptions, as Figs. 16 and 18
show. An important disadvantage is that, owing to
limitations of present-day altimetry (spatial coverage,
track orientation, systematic errors, and so on), the
resulting maps may be less accurate than they might be
when using ocean dynamics in some way, either by
exploiting theoretical wave dispersion relationships
(Dushaw et al. 2011) or by employing a full numerical
ocean model with formal data assimilation (Egbert and
Erofeeva 2014).
Despite its possible limitations we consider an em-
pirical approach attractive for what it reveals from the
satellite data alone and also for preparing for future
work with new satellite data. This initial study can be
improved in many ways, including more sophisticated
mapping methods and extension to other tidal con-
stituents. Additional satellite altimeter data are antic-
ipated in the near future, such as the European Space
Agency’s Sentinel-3 mission (sun-synchronous but
following different ground tracks than Envisat; Donlon
et al. 2012) and early in the next decade a wide-swath
altimeter mission (Fu and Ubelmann 2014). In fact, the
latter gives us considerable motivation to improve the
accuracies of the mapped internal tide fields because to
study submesoscale variability in the ocean, a wide-swath
altimeter will require that internal tides be predicted—to
the extent they can be—and removed from the data,
much as current altimeter practice requires that the
barotropic tide be predicted and removed. And much
like current altimetry, wide-swath altimetry will also pro-
vide an invaluable new data source for mapping those
same tides.
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FIG. A1. Quadrature component (cm) of the high-pass filteredM2 tide for a short segment of
T/P-J pass 63 in a region of quiescent mesoscale variability. Black curve is without correcting
for nontidal variability; red curve employs a correction based on AVISO DUACS 2010 SSH
data; blue curve is based on DUACS 2014 SSH data. If nontidal variability is truly minimal
along this track, then it is desirable for all curves to overlap. The 2014-based correction (blue
curve) appears to remove more of the true tidal signal.
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APPENDIX
Tidal Leakage in AVISO Gridded Sea Surface
Heights
Before analyzing the altimeter time series for tides, it is
desirable to remove as much of the nontidal signal as
possible to reduce the broadband variance that contam-
inates estimated harmonic constants. As noted in the
main text, AVISO’s DT-2010 SSH maps are useful for
removing such nontidal variability before the altimeter
data are subjected to tidal analysis. The procedure is seen
to better isolate internal tidal peaks in wavenumber
spectra. It also clearly suppresses, but usually does not
completely eliminate, the large nontidal ‘‘noise’’ from
regions of high mesoscale variability (e.g., Fig. 3). As
originally stressed, however, the procedure can be risky
(Ray and Byrne 2010). If real tidal signals have leaked
into the AVISO gridded data, then using such data as a
prior correction removes part of our signal.
In fact, as documented below, such tidal leakage does
occur. In near-coastal regions it is quite easy to find cases
of significant leakage, generally identifiable as false
variability at the tidal alias periods. But these are caused
by errors in the adopted barotropic tide model. For
open-ocean internal tides, which are the subject of in-
terest here, the leakage is very small, but nonzero.
The leakage appears somewhat worse in the latest
2014 DUACS version than in the older 2010 version.
The newer product employs slightly reduced correlation
scales for mapping, with reduced along-track filtering
(AVISO 2014). These reduced scales were shown by
Capet et al. (2014) to result in improved definition of
mesoscale eddies in eastern boundary upwelling regions.
They also probably account for the different tide leak-
age properties. Updated and generally improved altim-
eter corrections probably are not relevant; neither
product could have employed a correction for internal
tides. In our altimeter processing above, we used the
2010 data.
Although the examples in Fig. 3 do show instances of
slightly reduced anomalies after applying this mesoscale
correction, it is difficult to assess whether that is un-
desirable because the tracks are in regions of large me-
soscale variability. The data in Fig. A1, however, are
from a region in the eastern South Pacific with unusually
quiescent mesoscale activity. In this case we might ex-
pect the data to be unaffected by any correction. Al-
though the correction based on the DUACS 2010 data
does remove a small amount of energy near latitudes
21.38 and 198S, the correction based on DUACS 2014
data removes noticeably more; the red and black curves
are more consistently aligned. The internal tide itself is
small along this track—amplitude less than 1 cm—and
the maximum difference between proposed corrections
is 1.5mm, with an rms difference of only 0.4mm.
The magnitude of the contamination problem can be
better illustrated by considering along-track SSH spec-
tra in a region where the internal tide signal is relatively
large. Consider T/P-J pass 249 along a section running
south of the Hawaiian Ridge (from 108 to 308N; cf.
Rainville et al. 2010). Figure A2 shows the wavenumber
spectra over this section, similar to those of Fig. 2, with a
notable peak near 6 3 1023 cpk associated with the in-
ternal tide. Whereas Fig. 2 showed the SSH spectra
before and after removal of the AVISO-based correc-
tion, Fig. A2 shows the AVISO spectra themselves
(sampled along the same repeated profiles), both the
2010 and 2014 versions. Note the peak at the same in-
ternal tide wavenumber in the 2014 spectrum and also a
small, subtle shoulder in the 2010 spectrum. In other
satellites passes examined, we have found the 2014 peak
more or less pronounced but in all cases well above the
levels of the 2010 spectra.
Figure A3 illustrates these same features in the two-
dimensional wavenumber–frequency domain for the
same T/P-J pass. Alias frequencies (for T/P-J sampling)
of the largest tides (M2, S2, K1, and O1) are marked, as
are the approximate wavenumbers of the lowest-mode
M2 and K1 internal tides. Enhanced variance associated
FIG. A2. Along-track wavenumber spectrum for a section of
T/P-J pass 249, which extends southwest of French Frigate Shoals.
Black curve is computed from the altimetric SSH after the baro-
tropic tide has been removed. Red solid line is computed from the
AVISO DUACS 2014 gridded SSH data, extracted for the iden-
tical profiles, and the red dashed line is computed from the
DUACS 2010 data.
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with the mode-1 internal M2 tide is apparent in the
AVISO spectra (enclosed by gray box). The latter cor-
responds to the 2014 data; the residual energy for the
2010 data (not shown) is much less but is still noticeably
enhanced above background.
To focus further on this tidal variance, we have in-
tegrated slices of the two-dimensional spectra across the
M2 wavenumber and frequency bands (i.e., across the
gray rectangles in Fig. A3). Results are shown in Fig. A4.
In this example, the M2-band variance in the 2014
AVISO data is 0.06 cm2, which corresponds to an in-
ternal tide amplitude of 3mm, and which is almost one-
tenth as large as the SSH variance in the same band,
0.64 cm2. The thick line segment on the x axis indicates a
frequency bandwidth of 1 yr21, centered on the M2 alias
period, which is comparable to the width of the tidal
band; this is suggestive of physical tidal modulations,
present in both the raw SSH as well as the AVISO
FIG. A3. Wavenumber–frequency spectra for T/P-J pass 249
data. (top) Observed along-track altimeter data after removal of
barotropic tide. (bottom) AVISO DUACS 2014 data sampled
along same track. The gray rectangles delimit the near-M2 wave-
number and (aliased) frequency bands, which highlights anoma-
lous residual energy inAVISO from internal tide leakage. The gray
rectangles also delimit the bands over which the spectrum is in-
tegrated and displayed in Fig. A4.
FIG. A4. Integrals across the M2 internal tide band of the two-
dimensional spectra of Fig. A3. Integration in (a) wavenumber domain
and frequencydomain,withblack curves corresponding to thealtimetric
measured SSH data and red curves corresponding to the AVISO
gridded SSH data from (b) 2014 and (c) 2010 DUACS versions.
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product, and comparable to time scales found in this
region (Colosi and Munk 2006). The M2-band variance
in the older 2010 data is only 0.01 cm2, and it is signifi-
cantly below the variance of 2014 data across the entire
frequency band, which is consistent with somewhat
greater spatial smoothing having been applied in the
older data. While the 2010 variance is much smaller, it is
still not negligible in analyses of internal tides, and it
could be especially important in studies that attempt to
separate stationary from nonstationary components.
We should stress that the SSH variance associated
with internal tides in the gridded AVISO products is
unlikely to be of any concern for most oceanographic
applications. For tidal studies, however, considerable
care is needed when applying this mesoscale correction
to the altimeter data. We can envision an eventual it-
erative procedure whereby maps such as the ones we
have constructed here are used to model and remove
internal tide variance in AVISO’s processing, which in
turn will allow improved mesoscale corrections for tidal
studies.
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